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About This Game

You woke up in a strange place — is it a dream or reality? What do you need to do? Are you alone here?

A sneak peak into Nevrosa world that brings new gameplay mechanics to VR games:

Redirect walking — we don't use teleport or any other locomotion system. You'll have to do it on your own but don't go
beyond your chaperone! You can get on youtube!

No jumpscares.

You just take things with your hands and only one button is used — press a trigger on your controller to interact.

Oh and you can die. And probably will.

Original puzzles, dark atmosphere and creepy creature and a creepy creature that follows you will help you to prepare for the
upcoming full-time escape-horror experience that will finish the story you have started.

Some more things you'll probably find in Nevrosa: Prelude
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Art deco-inspired environment filled with creepy puzzle machines is waiting to share it’s secrets.

Survival horror elements: strange creatures hide in this room… What will happen when you meet?

An evil artifact in your hands: why does it follow you? Does it whisper something or is it just in your head?

Dark soundtrack with position sound system.

Different endings: you decide how this nightmare ends.
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Title: Nevrosa: Prelude
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
GexagonVR
Publisher:
GexagonVR
Franchise:
Nevrosa
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel i5 or similar

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GTX 770 2Gb or similar

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive or Oculus Touch required!

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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nevrosa prelude walkthrough. nevrosa prelude vr. nevrosa prelude описание. nevrosa prelude. nevrosa prelude обзор

An elegant little addition to this game. It's similar to Invisible Inc's DLC, Contingency Plan - it adds a new game mode, it adds
new programs and twists to the game, and it's only for experienced players who have beaten the game at least once.

The new mode, Plan B, gives a global modifier to the game - an enemy type has extra HP, all money turns invisible, your laser
works backwards - so there's a twist to every run.

I'd say this is worth it if you love the base game and want more.. Nice game. If you like final fantasy oldschool you will like this.

The only downside of this game is that it is short. Better a short quality game than a long game that;s boring.. Got the game in
humble bundle. Game crashes on my rig. The ♥♥♥♥ing security for this♥♥♥♥♥♥title is unreal. Its like 2 armed security
guards for hallmark card shop. They asked from the cd key each time i loaded up the game. WHY? nobody cares, and you
would be lucky to have anyone play it since its wasnt ported over correctly.. It's one of those short little games that you just can't
dislike. Not at this price, anyway. Totally recommend it.. This is an awesome game. Has a bit of a learning curve but becomes
really fun once you "get it" (I do recommend changing the controls, though. You normally control your throttle with the arrow
keys, which aren't that conveniently placed near the mouse (that is, if you're right-handed). I remapped them to WASD). Nice
graphics, fantastic multiplayer... Also a great time waster.. First off I loved this, you guys really outdid yourselves for this
Drama CD. This was my first time buying a Drama CD and listening to one as well and I was not disappointed. I thoroughly
enjoyed listening to each of the boy's scenarios and if I could fall in love with a fictional character anymore I'd be married to
them. 10\/10 would fall in love with the boys again.

The cover art is cute. The sound effects used in the Drama CD itself was super enjoyable and well timed to better set the
scene\/mood of the tracks that they were used in. The Bloopers were funny Matthew's little singing number in the blooper was
hilarious. The Behind The Scenes for each of the voice actors was really neat to hear their two cents on a few things.

As this is considered DLC content to access it by going to your Steam Library and scrolling down to the Music option and you
can play the album from there. If you want to have a copy of this on your computer files chose the Show In System option
underneath the album and it'll pull up a file where the CD is located and you can make a separate file on your computer away
from Steam if you'd like to listen to it. This will also give you access to
the script used in the tracks if you like following along while listening.

If you're having a problem accessing it\/not seeing it in your Steam Music tab try clicking the little + sign and scanning for any
music to see if it'll pop up afterward.. Just NO. It may be early access but its 100% full of bugs. You enter in a server and you
immediately see characters floating, or half body buried in the floor. Textures do not load properly and the game is ugly. Maybe
it has a future potential but right now is too early for me. I like to have a minimum of fun not suffer.. This game's even better
than the first one. More ridiculous insults, more silly characters (Dirty Potter, the Greasy Wizard etc), the ability to do a
comeback, individual point-scoring of the insults you choose... it just does everything the first did but even better. Also, it's
extremely cheap to buy in the first place. Its Monty-Python-style humour is also really good. Would recommend to anyone
who's looking for some random hilarity.. Definitely worth it. It adds a new searching mechanic, that fits very well within the
game. It gives more to do during freeplay as well. The calls I've heard so far are high quality and engaging. A welcome addition
to the base game.
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well what can i say, the game is dead.. It works fine for me but I found it impossible to win a race in semi-pro and Arcade was
too easy.. I definitely recommend this game! It has a great story, the bits and pieces come together as the story unfolds, but not
in a normal way. There were no real jumpscares, but there were moments of tension and fear.

The graphics are really good! I like that ; ) things look really amazing, and I've spend some time on this game just wondering
around the maps enjoying the way things looked and worked.

The puzzles aren't that hard, but they do requir some imagination and an open mind. For one puzzle I used a walkthrough
because my game had a glitch. But that was also the only glitch I encountered.

The story is great! the order in which the pieces of the story come to you makes it really cool, as a schizophrenic I had like 10
different ways in my head how this story could end but I wasnt 100% right :p

Then there is something to say about the gameplay, I won't go into detail about that because it would spoil your fun. But believe
me, the gameplay is really good!! The best thing is a new concept, which I haven't seen in any other game, it forces you to use it
in a original and constructive way.

So in general, it's a really good game! besides one glitch, it's definitely worth it's money. Oh and you will poop your pants a
couple of times! ; ). I read about Penny's game on a Danish Tech news site and i have to say it's a great story, keep fanning that
flame and i'm sure the young lady will go far in life.

Good job Penny, me and my kids love your game !. This game tries to be an some kind of arcade game where you need to push
one of six buttons that destroys colored goblin on one of two lanes.

It's strange enough, because it has no plot, no meaning, no goal whatsoever.

The controls are really bad - you use asd and jkl on keyboard but controls are mirrored against each other thus if d destroys blue
goblin on the left side then j destroys blue goblin on a right side. That is just chaotic. Try to play it fast, divide your attention
and pointlessly click on some colors - because this whole fantasy theme is there just for aesthetics.

Playing on a controller is even worse. Left stick is working right but right stick is not working at all.

I don't recommend this game.
----------
For anyone interested in joining in on completing your own backlog; check it out here - 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog/discussions/5/530645446320364338/

Nevrosa: Escape Release:
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Hello, community!

This is really a BIG release for our small indie quartet and a real milestone.

So big that we decided to make the BIGGEST %%% we plan to make EVER!
We invite everyone to solve the mysteries of the Mist World and find out your family secrets in this immersive experience. Let's
celebrate!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/563550/Nevrosa_Escape. Nevrosa: Primal Ritual:
Hello Mist world explorers. Meet new fantastic Nevrosa chapter — a long and dangerous journey into unknown.

Don't forget to add Nevrosa: Primal Ritual to your wishlist:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1070410/Nevrosa_Primal_Ritual/

Please, let us know what do you think about new direction we are taking the game on our Steam Forums. Your ideas are very
imortant for us.

UPD: Primal Ritual Demo removed from public and will be launched as a separate game. This announcement was
edited.

GexagonVR Team.

. Support DLC:
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We are working hard on Nevrosa: Escape and the game so far looks gorgeous. You will love it!

As things go, we found out that some help from community would be very useful for us.

We prepared three awesome DLCs with different bonuses to the owners.
If you want to say "Thank you" or "Do it, guys!" — that is the best way to do it:

Support DLC will keep Nevrosa: Prelude in your library even if you delete the game files.

Wallpaper DLC includes beautiful images from Nevrosa world for your desktop. Plan to update it regularly.

3D Print Collectable DLC includes Support DLC, one Wallpaper set, and files to create a unique artifact from Nevrosa
world — the Cube.

We are happy that you liked Nevrosa: Prelude, your feedback and videos — that gives us great motivation while making an
interesting and unique experience for you.

Thank you all again.

GexagonVR team.. Nevrosa: Escape -25% OFF Price:
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/622730/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/622740/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/622750/


 

25% Price Decrease. Nevrosa: Spider Song Page Launched!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1087970/Nevrosa_Spider_Song

Add to your wishlist! Release soon!
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